dependent electron transmission model for chiral molecules in mesoscopic devices [1] ". We believe that the Comment is largely based on misunderstandings of Ref. 1 , and it is important to clarify these in detail. Therefore, we provide here a point-by-point reply to the Comment and emphasize the important distinctions between the results obtained in the linear response regime and those obtained in the nonlinear regime, because both are experimentally observed using two-terminal electrical measurements. 2. Comment: "Their simplified, two-terminal model assumes that charge is injected from a source electrode, transits through a chiral molecule and a ferromagnet, and is collected at a drain electrode. In this treatment, the ferromagnet transmits a given spin and reflects the other; but there is no dissipation in the ferromagnet. While the conclusions drawn by the authors may be consistent with the simplified model, the model itself is not realistic enough to account for experiments." Our remark: This is correct, but the asymmetry can only occur outside the linear response regime, i.e. away from zero bias by at least V = k B T /e [8].
6. Comment: "In addition, we note that spin-selective backscattering, as an explanation for the spin selectivity, was also discussed previously [3] and even used to analyze for the extent of spin flipping in experiments [4] ."
Our remark: This is the same issue as explained in the above Point 3. Refs. 3 and 4 discuss how a spin-polarized current can be generated by chiral molecules, but not how it can be electrically detected in a charge transport experiment. 3 7. Comment: "To summarize, two-terminal models have been discussed before, and it was shown that CISS can be observed if dissipation or a combination of non-linearity and dissipation are included."
Our remark: This is incorrect, see the previous discussions (Points 3-6).
8. Comment: "The origin of the nonlinearity, to which we refer, is important to clarify. Fig. 1 in the Comment, the linear response regime can be clearly identified. 9. Comment: "For charge moves through a system which is smaller, in dimension, than the screening length, the transport does not depend linearly on the field applied [9, 10] .
Because the chiral molecules studied, in all the works cited in Ref. 1 , are on the scale of few nanometers, upon applying an electric potential the typical field is of the order of 10 8 V/m. Consequently, the electronic states in the molecules mix; and the electric field has two contributions: mixing of zeroth-order states by the Stark effect and driving current via the potential drop, conduction. For an example of a model based treatment, see the recent work by Michaeli [11] . This limit is different from most conduction studies of mesoscopic structures."
Our remark: This is irrelevant to the linear response regime. Electron transport is driven by a difference, or a gradient, of the electrochemical potential. In our case it is the difference in Fermi levels in the two electrodes. What the corresponding electric field (distribution) is depends on the electrostatic screening properties of the device, and indeed on whether the device length is shorter or longer than the screening length.
In the linear response regime, the calculations of electron transport do not require the (self-consistent) calculations of electrostatic potentials and fields. Outside the linear response regime, though, the effects described in the Comment can indeed play an important role.
Comment: "The non-linearity of the conduction is readily apparent in experiments with
two contacts that have already been published. For example, Figure 1A presents the current versus potential curves, that were measured in a magnetic conducting probe AFM configuration and Figure 1B shows the corresponding plot of the conductance versus the applied potential. Figure 1C shows the spin polarization as a function of the applied potential, which is extracted from the measurements shown in Fig. 1A . Note that these data are obtained from two contact experiments that have been presented in figures 2 and 3 of a paper [12] , referred to as reference 6 by Yang et al. [1] . The nonlinear response is apparent both in the current dependence on the voltage (Fig 1A) ,
as well as in the other curves."
Our remark: Fig. 1A and Fig. 1B We emphasize that these requirements originate from the fundamental microscopic reversibility and the laws of thermodynamics. The departures from these requirements as shown in Fig. 1A and Fig. 1B , we think, may be related to the statistical approaches used in these experiments. 11. Comment: "To illustrate the nonlinearity more clearly, Figure 1D shows a plot of the data from Fig. 1A on a semi-log graph. His plot reveals the exponential growth of the current at low voltage and the deviation of the currents from each other at higher voltages."
Our remark: Figure 1A At zero bias, the two curves in Fig. 1A have different slopes, which is also shown by a difference of dI/dV values of a factor of two to three in Fig. 1B . This must result in a vertical shift between the curves in Fig. 1D over the entire range, but it is not present at low bias. Also, the labeling of the two curves, in the sense that whether it is the H DOWN or the H UP curve that gives higher current, is not consistent in Fig. 1A and Fig. 1D . We therefore will not comment on Fig. 1D. 12. Comment: "The spin polarization changes dramatically at low potentials; it is basically zero at very low fields and increases as the electric field approaches a maximum of ∼ 
